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Construction and operation of a
          pulsed uv laser system

tu na bIe,

Hiroaki KUZE

(Received 5 October 1993)

A laser system is de$cribed which provides tunable uv pulses utilized for the study of

electrcnic transitions of atoms and molecules. The system consists of a XeCl excimer laser

for pumping and a dye laser ,for obtaining outputs that are tunable in the visible region of

the spectrum. The uv light around 226nm is generated through a frequency doubling

technique.

1. INTRODUCTION
   Pulsed dye lasers [l,2] are widely used for the laser spe¢troscopy of pulsed molecular

beams [3], since they provide frequency-tunable output$ with high peak powers. Both the

techniques ef laser induced fluorescence (LIF) [4-6j and resonantly enhanced multipheton

ionizaticn (REMPI) [7-10] have been developed and used in a variety of experiments in

cembination with the pulsed !nolecular beam metheds, The recent deve!epment ef frequency

doubling technique using non"!inear crystals [11] makes it relatively easy to ebtain ultravio!et

〈uv) pulses which are essential for studying electronic transitiens of molecules.

   In this paper we report the construction and operation of a pul$ed laser system which is

based on a XeCl excimer laser [!2,13] as a pumping source and a Htinsch type dye laser [14]

followed by a P-BaB204 (BBO) crystaS for frequency doubling [15]. We also describe a

detection system for the LIF signals, which consists of a photomultiplier,, a peak-holder circuit,

and an analog-to-digital converter for signal processing.

2. EXCIMER LASER
   Excimer lasers are high-power and high-efficiency lasers in the uv region. This is owing to

the behavior of the excited complex such as XeCl, which forms a bound state,only in the

electronic excited state. The molecule immediately dissociates when the deexeitation takes

place, hence a complete population inversion result$. The XeCl laser [12] gives rise to the

escillation at 3e8nm and is widely used fer the excitation ei dye lasers.

   The basic feature of the excimer laser described in the present paper is very similar te that

reported by Maeda [13]. The schematic diagram of the laser is shown in Fig. 1, The main

dicharge occurs between two stainless-steel (SUS304) electrodes of 90cm long, the gap distance

being 24mm. The pre-ionization of the laser gas is attained with 45 small gaps (3mm) which are

composed of SUS screws of 4mm diameter. The laser chamber is made of acTylic p!ates 20mm

thick. A capacitor bank of 52nF is placed just above the laser tube in order to minimize the
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of XeCl excimer la'ser. Si and S2 are spark-gap $witches.

stray inductance, which tend$ to prolong the discharge and deteriorates the output power. The

energy stored in the capacitance bank is approximately 16J under the applied voltage of 25kV.

A spark-gap (SG) switch (Si) is used to trigger the main discharge, while another one (S2) is used

for pre-ionizatien. The anode of the SG's is a cap-shaped brass electrede which has a bere of

6mm diameter. At its center, the needle of an autemobile spark plug (NGK B7ES) is placed to

induce the discharge. The cathode, on the other hand, is made of a SUS rod of 2emm diameter.

Nitrogen gas of 1.8atm and 1.3atm is filled in･Si and S2, respectively. These pressures have

been determined experimentally to obtain $table operation of the spark gaps. Two flat windows

of synthesized quartz (10mm in thickness and 40mm in diameter) serve as resonator mirrors,

The end mirror is coated to ensure high reflectivity (99%), while no coating is applied to the
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output window. The elasticity ef viton o-rings i$ employed to accomplish the alignment of the

resonator, The gas mixture is 2etorr Xe, 80torr HCI pre-mixed in He (5.3%), and He as ballast

gas, the total pressure being 2,3atrn (HCI : Xe : He= 5,5: 26 : 2270). A magnetic pump (Nitto

Autoclave) is used to circulate the laser gas te alleviate the contamination of the windows by

discharge products.

   A high-voltage pewer source for an X-ray generator (RIGAKU D-3F) is modified to apply

fer the eximer laser together with a high-voltage capacitor of lptF as a smoothing capacitor.

A ballast resistance ef 3eekQ (20ka × 15) is used to connect the power source to the laser head,

Trigger pulses are provided to the SG switch S2 through a thyristor circuit. TTL pulses (5V,

20pts) are supplied to the gate of a thyristor 〈NEC 2P6M〉, the anode of which is connected to

a DC 300V power supply. The resulting pulse is fed to the primary coil of a step-up transformer

(EG&G TR132C, turas ratio 72A) te generate'a high voltage pulse required to trigger the

discharge in the nitrogen gas. A delay of about 3pts is observed between the rising edge of the

input TTL pulse and the peak output of the step-up tran$former.

o 20 4e(ps〉

o 100 200 300 (ns)

Fig. 2. A typical output puise of the XeCl excimer laser ob$erved using a PIN photediode and a digital

      osciUescope (iOOMS/s). The in$et shows the relatien between the tkyrlster trigger pulse (a) and the

      laser output (b).
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   A typical eutput pulse of the XeCl excimer laser, observed with a PIN photodiode detector

(Hamamatsu S1722) and a digital oscilloscepe (Tektrenix 2430A), is shown in Fig. 2. The pulse

width is about 25ns (FWHM〉. The pulse energy, measured with a thermepile powermeter

(Scienteck 372〉, is about 4emJ at IHz operation. It has been found that a sufficient evacuatien

of the laser tube before the gas filling is crucial fer the long-time operatien of the laser (in the

erder ef 10` pulsGs). For this purpose, a rotary pump (Ulvac PVD18e) is used together with a

trap tube at the liquid nitrogen temperature. It is also neted that a careful shielding of the laser

head as well as the power seurce is very important to prevent the electromagnetic interference

to the detection system.

3. DYE LASER
   Since the first observation of the laser actien of the organic dyes by Sorokin [1] , dye lasers

have been used to obtain tunable outputs in the uv, visible, and near infrared regions [2] . It was

demonstrated by Httnsch [14j that a dye-laser cavity equipped with internal beam-expanding

telescope together with a diffraction grating in Littrow mount previded very reproducible

wavelength tuning and good stability. The design of dye laser system presented in this paper is

based on the Httnsch-type resonator, though a few modifications have been made. The

schematic view of the present system is shown in Fig. 3. A dye cuvette made of quartz

(Fujiwara, T5e9), a 66mm-high rhombic tube of 14mm side length, is fil･led with dye solution. In

the case of Coumarin-2 dye, whose tuning range is 430-470nm, the concentration used is about

lg/ g (5 × 10`-3mole/ g ). A small magnetic rotor is put into the cell for stirring the dye solution

Pumping
(OscilXatoac〉

End.m"xxouc

e

Cylindstcal
1ens

BeamexpancterBiazedgxati

DyeceU
N
.

1

?umping
(Amplifier)

Fig. 3. 0scillator and amplifier ef dye Ia$er.
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with the help of a rotating magnet located below the cell. About one third of the 3e8nm laser

beam from the XeCl laser is focused onto a surfa¢e of the ce!1 using a cylindrical lens if:

5emrn), ferming a bright fi!ament in the order of e.2mm wide. The cell is slightly tilted (21") to

prevent the buildup of spurious etalons.

    The laser oscillation takes place using the filament as an emission source. About 3cm from

the cell is placed an end mirror, a MgF2 ceated Al refiecter on a quartz plate. The emission

from the filament, superposed by the reflected light from the end mirror, is directed toward a

diffraction grating (PTR Optics, U-TF-R2) through a pair of prisms used as a beam expander.

Since the length of the resoRater, i.e. the distance between the end mirror and the grating, is

about 25cm, a calculation based on Gaussian optics gives us tilarc O .32mm for the diamete' r of the

laser spot on the mirror [the full width at half maximum (FWHM) value ef the intensity

profile]. Since most of the beam energy is cenfined in the region of 2clin, we have chosen an

expansion of factor n-13 at the pair prisms. The resuiting beam width of 8.3mm after the

expansion is well within the effective aperture of the grating (25cos630 = 11.3mm).

    The dye laser pulse is taken out frem the resonator as a beam reflected from one prism

situated near the dye cell (see Fig. 3). The other side of this prism as well as the grating side

of the second one is anti-reflectien coated to prevent the etalon effect. The grating is an eehelle

grating which has a blaze angle of 630 with a grating pararneter ef dm 3165nm (316groeves/mm).

In order to tune it to A =452nm, we employed a diffraction order of m=12 and the incidence

angle ef e = 59"[A -(2d/m) sin'e]. The tuning sensitivity with respect to the incidence angle is

4.74nm/deg and the fesolving powera/AA is about 8×10`. This value indicates that the

frequency width ef the dye laser is expected to be roughly 8GHz. Considering this resolving

power and the tuning sen$itivity, the rotation of the grating mount should be controlled at a

precision better than 1.2×10im3deg. The present system, in fact, employs a pulse motor and a

gear system to accomplish a very high-precision rotation of 4×10-5 deg/pulse, which corre-

sponds to O.29GHz/pulse in terms of the laser frequency.

    For the purpese of amplificatien, the output beam from the oscillator is refiected back with

a mirror and passed through one side of the cell, opposite to the pumping side. A delayed pulse

from the eximer laser serves as a pumping source to cause population inversien along the dye

laser beam path. The overall efficiency of the dye laser is limited by relatively low efficiency

of the echelle grating (55% at peak), loss at the prisms 〈about 15% fer the parallel polarization),

and loss at the walls of the dye cell (about i6% for a single pass). Besides, not all of the excimer

beam is utilized fer the pumping and amplificatien, because excessive injection of the energy

would cause rapid deterioratien of the dye, Under the condition of modest pumping, the output

pulse energy is approximately lmJ while the original energy of the 3e8nm radiation is 35mJ. It

is found that the dye laser output is horizontally polarized, as determined by the polarization

preference of the prisms and grating.

   The capability of frequency tuning of the dye laser is demonstrated using a Fabry-Perot

etalon (Fig. 4). The optical plates used for the etalon are coated with die!ectric multilayers to

give an appropriate reflectivty of O.86, which correspends to the finesse of 20.8. Since the

thickness of the air gap between the plates is.2.5mm, the free spectral range (FSR) is expe'cted

to be 60GHz with the transmission peaks of 2.9GHz wide (FWHM〉. On the other hand, the
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Fig. 4. Fabry-Perot (FP) etalon scan cf the dye iaser around 452nm, recorded with 1615 la$er shots. The

      free spectral range of the FP etalen is 60GHz. The panel (a) shews the PIN phetodlode signal, while

      the panel 〈b) shew$ the laser power. By nerrrtalizing (a) with (b), we obtain the result in (c). The

      quoted numbers denote the position ef the micrometerscrew attached te the grating mount (in units

      ef rnm).

observed FSR is determined to be 58GHz en the basis of the tuning sensitivity of the grating.

Thus, the agreement between tke two values of FSR is reasonable. The observed width of the

transmi$sion peaks of the etalon, roughly half the FSR, is broader than that expected from the

reso!ving power of the grating. The width is partly ascribed to the width of the laser itself;

however, we have a larger contribution from the beam divergence which is inherent to the

optical system used for the etalon scan. We will see later that the actual width of the laser is

consistent with the estimated vaiue of 8GHz, Nevertheless, Fig. 4. illustrates that the output

wavelength of the dye laser can be tuned very smoethly.

4. FREQUENCY DOUBLING
   Dye lasers give reasenably strong eutputs oniy in the visible region, so it is in many cases

necessary to make the upcenversion ef the laser frequencies to study electronic transitions of

atems and molecules. Nitric oxide is one of the most popular molecules which have so far been
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appiied to a variety of experiments using laser techniques, This is owing to the fact that its

rovibronic spectrum has been $tudied extensively [l6-18]; besides, its ionization energy

(9.26eV) is relatively low aRd two-photon ionization is easily achieved via intermediate

electronic states [8 , 9] . Since its rovibronic band of A - X lies around 226nm, the 452nm output

of the dye laser is frequency doubled in the present study.

   The optical configuratieR for the frequency doubling is shown in Fig. 5. A crystal of P

"BaB20` 〈BBO) with a surface area of 3×3mm2 and a length of 5mm (Tsukuba Asgal) is used

as a doubling crystal. Its axis is appropriately eriented (e = 630) for the use at 452nm. The BBO

crystals in general are non-hygroscopic and show high efficiency along with high damage

thresheld [!5]. For a 40kW input pulse, the conversion efficiency is approximately le%. Since

the inttia! beam of 2mm diameter is focused with anf=300mm lens (see Fig. 5), the beam

diameter at the focul point is estimated to be about 70ptm, resulting in the input fiuence of

1,IGW/cmZ. This value is well below the specified damage threshold of 2GW/cm2. The angle

r :4OOe

Po1arization
 rotator

PZN photodiode
  (triggex)

Apertuxe

Dye

Polantzer BBO erystal

Beam
sp1itter

452rm
dumper

3eo

PIN photo-
diode
(226rm
 monitor)

Chamber

Fig. 5. Configuration of eptical system to generate 226nrn beam. The polarizatien ef the beams, both

     452nm and 226nm, ls indicated by arrows (herizontal polarizatien) aHd dots (vertical po rallzatien).
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between the incident beam and the crystal axis must be adju$ted in accordance with the laser

wavelength. This ls actually dene by rotating the crystal holder manually around the venical

axis. This implies that the input laser needs to be vertically polarized. Thus, the polarization

ef the dye laser is rotated through 90 degrees beforehand, using a cembination of mirrors or

tetally reflecting prisms. Subsequently the beam is passed through an auxiliary polarizer (Glan

prism) before it is facused onto the crystal. It has turned out thatthis polarizer ngt only defines

the polarization of the laser but separates it from the amplified spontaneous emission. This

separation is essential to obtain a stable outtput at 226nm.

5. FLUORESCENCE DETECTION
   In the experiment described here, the fluorescence spectrum of NO molecule is observed

using a vacuum chamber' for a molecular beam [19] as a ga$ ehamber. After leaving the

doubling crystal, the 226nm output beam is separated from the fundamental beam by means of

a dispersion pri$m (Fig. 5). Then, the bearn is passed through another prism to compensate for

the dispersion, thus minimizing the change of the beam path according to the wavelength scan.

A beam"blocking plate and two pinholes serve to reduce spurious beams that enter the gas

chamber. Between the pinholes is placed a quartz plate, the reflection from which is monitored

with a PIN photodiode. This signal is used to normalize the fiuerescence sigmal with respect to

the shet-to-shot fiuctuation of the 226nm beam (see Fig. 4, for example, for the laser fluctua-

tion.)

   The beam is weakly focused using an f ww 300mm lens, and it passes through a pair of

Brewster windows, quartz plates 3mm thick. As explained below, it is desirable that the level

of the scattered light from any part of the cell is as low as possible. This is especially true for

the molecular beam experiments since the signals are.in general very weak. For this reason, a

spatial filter which consists of an f=25mm lens and a pinhole of 2mm diarneter is placed above

the quartz window of the cell (Fig. 6). Also a narrow band-pass spectral filter (Sigrna 33U ; 240

-38enm) is used in combination with the spatial filter assembly. Note that the stray light from

the incident 226nm beam is almost completely absorbed by the filter plate, while Stokes-shifted

fluorescence signals are transmitted. In addition, a refie¢ting mirror is set at the inner wall of

the cell to enhance the sensitivity.

   The blo¢k diagram of the electronic apparatus is shown in Fig. 7. A phetomultiplier tube

(Hamamatsu IP28) is used with a socket assembly (C956-e4), which includes a high-voltage

DC-DC cenverter. The secondary electron current is pre-amplified with an LF357 eperational

amplifier, and fed to a peak-holder circuit through a gated amplifier. The peak holder is capable

of holding the peak height ef a short pulse (1pts) to a time duration sufficiently long (28ms) for

a subsequent analog-to-digital (AD) conversion. The peak holder is triggered with a dye

fluorescence signal 〈see Fig. 5), and it generates two output pulses associated with the

photcmultiplier signal and the 226nm P!N-photodiode signal. A three channel AD converter

board (A])TEK AB98) is controlled by a microcemputer (NEC PC98). In order to attain a rapid

and reliable (lata-taking, 4n original code for the 8086 nticro-processor is deve!oped in our

laboratory. The two channel, 12bit data are stored in the memory in the binary form, whi¢h

greatly reduces the requirement for the computer memory when compared with, fer instance,
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 Photo
 --multipZier

/y metal
  case

,,`,f･･･'

Optieai
filter

Quartz
window

beam axis

beam

Fig. 6. Spatial filter used for the fluorescence detection.

the ordinary ASCII format.

   An example of the fluorescence signal observed with stagnant NO gas is shown in Fig. 8.

In this case, NO is mixed with He at a concentration ef 5 × 10'"5 , the tota! pressure being 6mtorr

(O.8Pa). In spite of the very dilute sample gas, a goed signal-to-noise ratio is attain'ed. The

spectral region corresponds to that of the 2U y2 band head near 226.26nm. The spectrum is

easily assigned by means of NO A - X molecular constants published in the literature [16-18] .

   The number of phetons detected by the photomultiplier is estimated as follews. The

probability that a molecule undergoes a transition through induced emission (or induced

absorption) is given by

         iPBVV(bl) :A., 7
A3
4hir '
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Fig. 7. Block diagram

      signal.

of the apparatus used fer the arnplification and processing of the fluorescence

Here, B and I7V(w) on the left side denote the Einstein's B coefficient and the photon density,

respectively. On the right side, Ablt is the full width of the laser in terms of angular frequency,

1 its wavelength, P the input power density, h the Planck censtant, c the velecity of light, and

f the lifetime ci a level in the excited state. The lifetime is related to the Einstein's A

coefficient of the spontaneous emission as r=1/A. Thus, the ratio of the probabilities that a

rnolecule undergoes a transition via the induced emission and via the spontaneous ,emission is

given by

BI〉IZ (o) 1 A3P
A Awi 4hc

ii5 Rs

If we substitute Awtme 2z×25GHz (see below for the laser linewidth), A = 226nm, and P ww 4×109

W/m2 (leO#J, 25ns pulse focused on lmm2 area), we obtain Rnyv370. This value indicates that

the induced abserption or emission takes place far more often than the spontaneous emission.

Therefore, roughly half ef the molecules that are interacting with the laser beam are in the

excited state, from which an occasieltal scattering due to the spentaneous emission takes place.

To a good approximation, this probability is given by 1-exp (-A4/2r), where A4 is the time

duration of the laser pulse. Since A4= 25ns is much shorter than the lifetime of r = 200ns [18],
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the number ef photons that reach the photomultiplier, ACi, is calculated to be

M =AC. Aa Aa
2T 4x '

where ACtt is the nurnber of molecules irradiated by the laser and the last factor accounts for

the effective solid angle subtended by the spatial filter. On substituting .ZVI,=1.9×107 (the

detected volume is abeut 2mrri3) and Afi/4x = O.O14. we obtain jNam 1.7×10`. This is considera-

bly smaller than the incident photon number of 1.1×10i`. Thus, it is understandable that a

careful removal of the stray light is crucial in the fluorescence detection.

   In Fig. 8, the observed line width is about 25GHz 〈FWHM) at 226nm. This is much broader

than the Doppler width of NO molecules under room temperature, approximately 3GHz

(FWHM). In fact, most of the observed line width is attributed to the laser line width, which

has been estimated to be about 16GHz for the fundamental (452nm〉 on the basis of the resolving

power of the grating of the dye laser cavity. Thus, the observed width of 25GHz is consistent

with the expected one (32GHz), though the former is somewhat smaller. If we employ an

intracavity etalon and/or additional eptical components for beam expansion, it is possible to

improve the frequency resolution. Nevertheless, it is seen from Fig. 8. that the present resolu-

tion is sufficient to attain a modest resolutien of the NO A 〈- X band. We have also observed

fluorescence signals from a pulsed rnolecular beam of NO seeded in He, the results of which will

be published elsewhere.

   In conclusion, we have constructed a pulsed laser system which generates tunable'uv

output. A XeCl excimer laser is used to pump a dye laser, the output pulses ef which are
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frequeRcy doubied to obtain tunable uv pulses. The tunability is demonstrated using a Fabry-

Perot etalen. We have also described the detection of fluorescence signals from NO molecules

in the cell with high sensitivity.
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